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Abstract: Part of the success of a breeding program depends on the composi-
tion of the base population. Superior genotypes and unimproved dioecious 
varieties are sources of genes for traits of interest and excellent options for 
the formation of segregating populations. Here we describe the first cycle of 
recurrent selection (RS) in papaya and propose an effective strategy, unprec-
edented in the crop, to generate variability and new cultivars. Initially, the RS 
base population (UCP-C0) was developed with wide variability. Subsequently, 
196 S1 progenies were obtained, evaluated in a trial, and the superior 40 S1 
progenies were recombined. Among the traits of the selected progenies, high 
fruit yield (producing two to five fruits per axil) stands out. The S1 progenies 
were recombined and their seed bulk corresponds to the base population for 
the second cycle (UCP-C1). The results of the first cycle demonstrate the genetic 
potential of this population for the development of superior cultivars, and the 
breeding strategy applied is promising.
Keywords: Genetic basis, genetic variability, genetic potential, fruit yield, fruit 
quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Papaya (Carica papaya L.) tree is one of the most economically important 
fruit trees in the world’s tropical and subtropical regions. Fruits are rich in 
vitamins A and C, potassium, folate, niacin, thiamine, riboflavin, iron, calcium 
and fiber (Huerta-Ocampo et al. 2012). The fruits, as well as the papaya stem, 
leaves and roots, are used in a wide range of medical applications (Ming et al. 
2008). Papaya is also used for the commercial production of papain, which is 
used mainly as a red meat tenderizer, and for the manufacture of beer and skin, 
warts and scars treatment (Ming et al. 2012).

Brazil stands out on the international scene as the third largest producer, 
with annual production of 1.2 million tons in 2019, equivalent to 8.5% of world 
papaya production (FAOSTAT 2021). The Southeast and Northeast regions are 
the largest producers, especially the states of Bahia and Espírito Santo, which 
in 2019 together accounted for approximately 71% of the national production 
of papaya (IBGE 2020). Despite the relevance of this fruit tree for Brazilian 
agribusiness, its cultivation needs to be enhanced by developing cultivars with 
excellent fruit yield and quality, resistance to diseases and pests and adapted 
to different producing regions. New papaya cultivars are usually selected and 
developed via segregating populations, obtained through crossing/recombination 
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of genotypes with genes for traits of interest. The genetic variability in these populations allows the identification and 
selection of superior genotypes with traits of interest for the crop, such as disease resistance and fruit yield and quality 
(Cortes et al. 2019).

For papaya, different populations were developed and also submitted to and evaluated through some breeding 
method, such as the selection of genotypes from backcrossing populations for sexual conversion in papaya (Ramos 
et al. 2014, Barros et al. 2017, Santa-Catarina et al. 2019), the selection of genotypes from a bi-parental segregating 
population (Cortes et al. 2018, Miranda et al. 2021, Vettorazzi et al. 2021) and the development of the segregating 
population through recombination between contrasting genotypes for fruit yield and quality and for disease resistance 
(Santa-Catarina et al. 2020a, Santa-Catarina et al. 2020b).

Segregating populations of papaya are managed by different breeding methods, including the recurrent selection 
proposed by Hull (1945). This breeding method consists of gradually increasing the frequency of favorable alleles for 
quantitative traits, through repeated selection cycles, without losing the genetic variability in the population. The recurrent 
selection consists of three stages - progeny acquisition, evaluation and recombination - which are cyclically conducted 
until the frequency of the alleles of interest is satisfactory in the population (Hallauer et al. 2010). 

During recurrent selection, the different genotypes are evaluated via digital image-based phenotyping (Cortes et al. 
2017, Santa-Catarina et al. 2018) and several studies are possible, including the characterization of the base populations, 
for the identification of divergent genotypes, with favorable alleles for certain traits, where the multivariate analysis 
is one of the alternatives used in the characterization of these populations, aiming to estimate the genetic variability, 
patterns of variation and their genetic relationships between individuals in the population (Malik et al. 2014). In addition 
to characterization, the genotypes are selected through different methodologies, where the combined selection of 
several traits simultaneously is the most used in papaya (Silva et al. 2008a, Ramos et al. 2014). 

Depending on the genetic constitution of the genitors used to obtain the segregating populations, such populations 
present variations in the pulp color of the fruits, i.e., yellow- or red-fleshed fruits, which the latter is the most accepted 
by the consumer market. Thus, throughout recurrent selection, selection is practiced to select phenotypes with a red 
pulp color, through planting, conduction and fruiting of the plants until fruit maturation, when the desired phenotype 
is identified, which requires larger areas to reach the goal. A more effective option is the use of molecular markers for 
early identification of plants with a certain phenotype, in this case, red pulp plants. In the nursery phase, in addition to 
the pulp color, it is possible to identify the sex via molecular marker, thus the evaluation areas will be composed only 
of hermaphrodite and red-fleshed plants.

Thus, the purpose of this study was to describe the conduction of the first cycle of recurrent selection in papaya, 
showing all the steps and results achieved, from the formation of the UCP-C0 base population to the attainment of S1 
progenies and selection of the superior S1 progenies which were recombined and are being conducted aiming at the 
development of lines per se and/or hybrid lines. It also aims to demonstrate the use of molecular resources for the 
identification of sex and pulp color. Finally, the use of recurrent selection is proposed, which is an alternative established 
in various crops, but unprecedented in papaya.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental location, organization and stages of the recurrent selection program
All works related to recurrent selection in papaya are carried out in greenhouses and experimental fields, located 

in the Santa Terezinha Farm (lat 19º 09’ S, long 39º 59’ W, alt 30 m asl), owned by the company CALIMAN Agrícola S.A., 
in the city of Linhares, Espírito Santo, Brazil. The region’s climate is classified as AWi (rainy tropical climate), with rainy 
summer and dry winter (Alvares et al. 2013).

The recurrent selection program in papaya started by developing an UCP-C0 initial or base population (UENF Caliman 
Population Cycle 0) with a broad genetic base (Figure 1). The S0 individuals of the UCP-C0 population were phenotyped 
via digital imaging and at the same time self-fertilized to obtain the S1 progenies. The S1 progenies were then evaluated 
and the superior ones selected for recombination. After recombination, a bulk of seeds was formed which will correspond 
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to the population for the second cycle of recurrent 
UCP-C1 selection. The next step will be the use of 
molecular tools to identify the sex and color of the pulp 
in the base population of the second UCP-C1 cycle. It 
is worth noting that until now the genetic material of 
the current population is segregating for pulp color, 
thus, in the UCP-C1 population, sex and pulp color will 
be identified early in the nursery phase, taking to the 
experimental unit only the phenotypes of interest, in 
this case, hermaphrodite and red-fleshed plants. At this 
stage, the yellow-fleshed phenotype of the recurrent 
selection population in papaya will be eliminated.

Recombination to compose the UCP-C0 base 
population

In order to obtain the UCP-C0 population, five 
dioecious progenies were used, namely: STA-22 
(3), STA-05 (5), STA-17 (6), STA-02 (6) and STA-04 
(5). These progenies were evaluated and identified 
as sources of genes for resistance to black spot in 
papaya, Asperisporium caricae (Speg.) Maubl. and to 
phoma-spot, Stagonosporopsis caricae (Sydow and 
P. Sydow) Aveskamp, Gruyter and Verkley [= Phoma 
caricae-papayae (Tar) Punith.] (Vivas et al. 2012, Vivas 
et al. 2013, Vivas et al. 2014). These progenies were 
recombined with five elite genitors - SS-72/12, JS-12, 
Sekati, 36/7 and 41/7 - with genes for fruit yield and 
quality. The SS-72/12 genitor belongs to the Solo group, 
with lower average fruit weight, while the other genitors 
have larger fruits, classified as the Formosa group. The 
genitors JS-12 and Sekati are contrasting for agronomic 
and sensory traits. The Sekati genitor produces large 
fruits, with excellent flesh firmness and moderate 
soluble solid content, while the JS-12 genitor differs 
from the Sekati for the last two traits, with moderate 
flesh firmness and high soluble solid content (Cardoso et al. 2014, Cortes et al. 2019). These five genotypes are genitors 
of commercial hybrids, registered at the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply - MAPA (Luz et al. 2015, Luz et al. 
2018a, Luz et al. 2018b, Pereira et al. 2019a, Pereira et al. 2019b, c).

The dioecious progenies and the elite genitors were sown in a greenhouse, using plastic trays with a capacity for 96 
tubes of 55 cm3. “Tropstrato HT hortaliças” branded substrate and slow-release fertilizer Basacote mini 3M®, NPK formula 
(Mg) 13-06-16 (1.4) with micronutrients:  0.0; 2.5; 5.0; 7.5; 10.0 and 12.5 kg m-3. The seedlings were acclimatized about 
20 days after germination and then planted in the experimental area on the 30th day. For each dioecious progeny, 10 
planting pits were prepared with three seedlings each, totaling 50 pits and for the elite genitors; since they are genitors 
of commercial hybrids, they were planted in the company’s seed production area. Both genotypes were planted with a 
spacing of 3.6 m between rows and 1.5 m between the plants in the line, totaling an area of 5.4 m² per plant.

Genotype sexing was performed approximately 90 days after planting. For crosses, elite genitors were used as pollen 
donors and dioecious progenies as recipients. Thus, sexing was performed in dioecious progenies, and only one female 
plant remained in each planting pit. In the seed production area, elite genitor plants are sexed keeping both female and 
hermaphrodite plants, thus, the hermaphrodite plants were selected and used as pollen donors in this study. 

Figure 1. Recurrent selection program in papaya plant. Starting with 
recombination to form the UCP-C0 population, using the elite geni-
tors and dioecious progenies, obtain and evaluate the S1 progenies, 
select the superior S1 and, finally, their recombination. Use of markers 
to identify the sex and pulp color. Parallel to the recurrent selection, 
there is the advance of S1 lines until Sn generations, generating su-
perior lines and/or genitors of new hybrids.
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For the parental recombination, controlled pollination was performed, using a pollen mixture composed by 250 flowers 
from the elite genitors’ hermaphrodite plants (50 flowers from each genitor). This pollen mixture was used to pollinate 
the flower buds of the female plants of the dioecious progenies, by using a brush (Figure 1). After pollination, female 
flowers were protected with a paper bag and identified with specific tags containing information about parental plants 
and pollination date. In this recombination process, it is important to emphasize that, due to the genetic constitution 
of the genitors, there was a sexual conversion of dioecious to gynodioecious plants, by replacing the sex chromosome 
Y (male) by Yh (hermaphrodite) (Ming et al. 2007).

About five months after controlled pollination, the fruits began to be harvested. For the formation of UCP-C0, four 
papaya fruits of controlled pollination of each dioecious progeny were considered, totaling 20 fruits. The seeds of these 
fruits were then grouped in equal amounts of 500 seeds, forming a bulk. 

Sowing of UCP-C0 population, phenotyping of S0 plants and attainment of S1 progenies
The bulk seeds were sown in a greenhouse, in plastic trays with a capacity of 96 tubes. About 20 days after 

germination, the seedlings were acclimated and then planted on the 30th day in the experimental area of the Santa 
Terezinha Farm, with a space of 1.5 m between the plants along the row and 3.6 m between rows. 260 S0 plants 
were identified, and only 222 of them have borne fruits and these were phenotyped and self-fertilized to obtain the 
S1 progenies.

For the phenotyping of S0 plants, the phenotyping methodologies based on the analysis and processing of digital 
images described by Cortes et al. (2017) and Santa-Catarina et al. (2018) were used. For field evaluations, images were 
obtained at 180, 270 and 360 days after planting, corresponding to the summer, autumn and winter seasons, or 90 days 
after anthesis (DAA), in each season evaluated. The plants were marked with a red colored wool to identify the last fruit 
evaluated in each bunch, in each evaluation period. In addition to the bunch, a label with information related to each 
treatment was attached. For laboratory evaluations, images were obtained at 270, 360 and 450 days after planting, in 
each season evaluated, when the fruits had the same RST1 (Ripening Stage T1) stage of maturation (Barragán-Iglesias 
et al. 2018).

The traits evaluated in the field tests were: plant height – PH, expressed in cm, measured from the base of the soil 
to the insertion of the last pair of leaves; first- fruit insertion height – FFIH, expressed in cm, measured from the base 
of the soil to the first fruit insertion in the plant stem; stem diameter – SD, expressed in cm, measured at 20 cm from 
the base of the soil; number of deformed fruits – NDF, obtained by counting the number of deformed fruits; number 
of nodes without fruits – NNWF, obtained by counting the fruitless nodes, arising from sterility; number of commercial 
fruits – NCF, obtained by counting commercial standard fruits; fruit production – YIELD, expressed in kg plant-1, obtained 
by multiplying NCF by the average fruit weight. The PH, FFIH, SD traits were measured using the straight tool of the 
ImageJ software, while NDF, NCF and NNWF traits were obtained semi-automatically using the cell counter plugin of 
the ImageJ software. 

The physicochemical traits examined in the laboratory were: fruit length – FL, expressed in cm, obtained by measuring 
the length of the fruit, through image segmentation and use of the ImageJ software wand tool; fruit diameter – FD, 
expressed in cm, by measuring the diameter of each fruit using the wand tool; ovarian cavity length – OCL, expressed 
in cm, obtained by measuring the ovarian cavity using the straight tool; ovarian cavity diameter – OCD, expressed in 
cm, obtained by measuring the ovarian cavity diameter using the straight tool; pulp thickness – PT, expressed in cm, 
measuring the pulp thickness in each fruit, using the straight tool; and pulp volume percentage - %PV, expressed as 
a percentage, obtained by the difference between the fruit volume and the ovarian cavity volume, both estimated 
according to Santa-Catarina et al. (2018).  

The other traits such as fruit firmness - FF and pulp firmness - PF were measured by a digital penetrometer, Italy TR 
model, both expressed in N and were obtained by a sample of three perforations per fruit, both for the pulp and for the 
fruit. The soluble solid content – SSC, expressed in °Brix, was obtained by using a portable digital refractometer, Mettler 
Toledo Refracto 30PX model. The average fruit weight – FW was obtained by weighing the fruits in a digital analytical 
scale, Toledo brand, model 9094.
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Evaluation and selection of S1 progenies for recombination
For the evaluation trial, 196 S1 progenies were considered and they were assessed in a 14x14 triple lattice design, 

with three replications and four plants per plot. The spacing applied was 3.6 m between rows and 1.5 m between plants 
in the row, totaling 12.700.8 m2. Fertilization, management, pest and disease control and crop treatments were the 
same adopted in the commercial plantations of the company CALIMAN Agrícola S.A.

For the phenotyping of S1 progenies, the same traits evaluated in the S0 individuals from UCP-C0 and the same 
phenotyping methodologies based on the analysis and processing of digital images described by Cortes et al. (2017) 
and Santa-Catarina et al. (2018) were considered. 

The individual variance analyzes for the evaluated traits were performed according to the following statistical model:  
Yil(j) = μ + ti + rj + (b/r)l(j) + eil(j). Where: Yil(j) is the observed value of treatment i (i = 1, 2, ..., v = k2), in the incomplete block 
l (l = 1, 2, ..., k), of repetition j (j = 1, 2, ..., r); μ is the constant inherent in all observations; ti is the effect of treatment 
i; rj is the effect of repetition j; (b/r)l(j) is the effect of repetition j within block l; and eil(j) is the random error associated 
with the observation Yil(j) ~ NID (0, σ2).

Due to virus-related problems in the papaya plant, there was a great loss of plants in the experimental area and the 
selection was conducted early, considering a larger number of progenies for recombination. In this case, the top 40 S1 
progenies were selected based on the combined selection index proposed by Ramos et al. (2014). For selection, the 
PH, FFIH, NDF, NNWF, NCF, FW and YIELD traits were used, assigning to these the agronomic weights 1, -10, -20, -20, 
100, 1 and 100 respectively. This relation of weights was established by experiment, based on the importance of the 
traits evaluated at the agronomic level, as suggested by Silva et al. (2008a).  The combined selection of S1 progenies was 
based on the average of the families. For this purpose, the traits were multiplied by the agronomic weights described 
above, according to the equation below:

IG2 = (VGt1 x p1) + (VGt2 x p2)+ ... + (VGtn x pn)

Where VGt are the standardized means for each trait, using the following equation: 
(Xg – X�g )

SX�g  , where Xg is the 
value measured in the individual for variable x, X �g is the general mean of variable x, SX �g is the standard deviation and p 
is the agronomic weight established for each trait.

Recombination of superior S1 progenies
Four months after the sowing in the competition trial of the S1 progenies, the remaining seeds were sowed for the 

recombination of the superior 40 progenies. This strategy aims to reduce the time to obtain the first cycle of selection 
and constitution of the UCP-C1 population.

The progenies were planted in the experimental area of the company CALIMAN AGRÍCOLA S.A., in Santa Terezinha 
Farm. In the area for recombination, for each of the 40 progenies, 40 plants were planted in two blocks, one block with 
15 plants of each progeny selected to receive pollen (female plants) and another block with 25 plants of each progeny 
used as pollen donors (hermaphrodite plants). During recombination, pollen from hermaphrodite plants of the superior 
40 S1 progenies was collected, forming a pollen mixture. This mixture was then used to pollinate the female plants. In 
the end, equal amounts of seeds from the pollinated fruits were mixed to compose the population of the second cycle 
UCP-C1. 

Self-fertilization of superior S1 progenies to obtain Sn progenies
Parallel to the recombination of the superior 40 S1 progenies, they were self-fertilized to obtain the 40 S2 progenies. 

These progenies will be planted and self-fertilized in successive generations aiming at the development of superior Sn lines. 

These superior lines will be used in future studies as genitors of new hybrids. These will be tested in topcross with other 
unrelated lines belonging to the breeding program of papaya UENF/CALIMAN, such as lines from the sexual conversion 
of the dioecious genotype “Cariflora” (Silva et al. 2007a, Silva et al. 2007b, Silva et al. 2008a, Silva et al. 2008b, Ramos 
et al. 2011a, Ramos et al. 2011b, Ramos et al. 2014), which have shown excellent results in terms of combining ability 
for traits related to fruit quality and yield (Barros et al. 2017, Santa-Catarina et al. 2019).
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Molecular markers as support for recurrent selection
To start the second cycle, the UCP-C1 population will be sown in a greenhouse in the company CALIMAN AGRÍCOLA 

SA. The seedlings will be genotyped for sex and pulp color, using methodologies developed by our work team, which 
are in the final stages of testing with satisfactory results. Thus, in the cultivation area, all S0 plants from UCP-C1 will be 
hermaphrodite and will have red pulp color phenotype, and the S1 progenies of the second cycle and with the desired 
phenotype will be obtained by self-pollination of the S0 plants.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Genetic variability in UCP-C0
The minimum, maximum and mean values for the 16 traits evaluated in the S0 plants of the UCP-C0 population are 

shown in Figure 2.  For all traits it is possible to observe a great oscillation between the maximum and minimum values, 
which demonstrates the existence of a wide genetic variability for all evaluated traits. The UCP-C0 mean value for the 
PH was 222.73 cm. In general, this mean value is within what is observed when compared to commercial genotypes. 
Cortes et al. (2017) found means for the PH trait equal to 224.85 cm for the traditional phenotyping and 224.91 cm for 
the digital image-based phenotyping, evaluating commercial cultivars. Another important trait in papaya are plants with 
higher SD. In general, plants with higher SD tend to support more fruits in the bunch, and consequently more productive 

Figure 2. Boxplot with maximum, minimum and mean values for 16 traits evaluated in the S0 plants of the UCP-C0 population. PH: 
plant height; SD: stem diameter; NCF: number of commercial fruits; NNWF: number of nodes without fruits; NDF: number of deformed 
fruits; FW: fruit weight; YIELD: Fruit production; FF: fruit firmness; PF: pulp firmness; SSC: soluble solid content; FL: fruit length; FD: 
fruit diameter; OCL: ovarian cavity length; OCD: ovarian cavity diameter; PT: pulp thickness; %PV: percentage of pulp volume. 
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(Silva et al. 2007b). The mean for SD at the UCP-C0 was 11.3 cm, and the maximum and minimum SDs observed were 
18.85 cm and 6.96 cm respectively, showing that selection is possible for stem diameter, especially for the increase of it. 
Cortes et al. (2017), when evaluating papaya genotypes, found means similar to this study for the SD trait. Nascimento 
et al. (2019), evaluating 92 genotypes in F2 papaya population, found similar results for the PH and SD traits.

The papaya genotypes to be considered in the selection must be productive, with commercial standard fruits, and 
present a reduced number of nodes without fruits and fruits with deformations. For traits related to fruit yield such as 
NCF, NNWF and NDF, the mean values obtained in the UCP-C0 were 39.99, 23.02 and 13.71, respectively. These traits 
are related to summer sterility, which increases during the hottest months of the year, while carpeloidy and pentandry 
(deformed fruit) rates increase in the coldest months of the year (Damasceno Junior et al. 2008). Luz et al. (2015) found 
lower means of 24.30, 14.98 and 0.66 for these same traits, respectively, when evaluated papaya hybrids. Moreira et 
al. (2019), in specific studies for summer sterility and for carpeloidy and pentandry rates, verified that the repeatability 
coefficients varied from low to intermediate due to the quantitative nature of the evaluated traits, which are highly 
influenced by environmental factors.  For these traits, each cycle of recurrent selection seeks to reduce deformities and 
sterility and increase the quantity of commercial fruits in the population. 

For traits related to fruit size such as FL and FD, the results ranged from 12.12 cm to 27.99 cm, with mean value 
of 18.26 cm for the FL trait and from 5.62 cm to 13.74 
cm, with mean of 9.42 cm for the FD trait. This relation 
between length and diameter is interesting in post-harvest 
because the selection is conducted aiming at fruits with 
appropriate size for packing in boxes for transportation 
in the national and international market. FW is another 
important trait, which ranged from 279.75 to 1808 g in the 
UCP-C0 population, with a mean of 859.74 g. This result 
is fantastic as it shows that the UCP-C0 base population 
has sources for selection aiming at the development of 
genotypes with Solo-standard fruits (small fruits, around 
500 g), Intermediate and Formosa-standard fruits (large 
fruits, greater than 1000 g approximately), virtually covering 
the entire national and international consumer market.

The genotypes, in addition to being productive, must 
produce fruit with quality, and genotypes with higher mean 
values for the FF, PF, SSC and PT traits are desirable for 
selection. The means for these quality-related traits were 
126.60 N, 106.91 N, 10.21 °Brix and 2.14 cm, respectively. 
Individual UCPC015-165 had the highest mean for FF 
(166.70 N), UCPC015-247 for PF (132.93 N), UCPC015-209 
for SSC (14.93 °Brix) and UCPC015-03 for PT (3.17 cm). In 
the UCP-C0 population, the individual UCPC015-52 was the 
one that stood out for fruit quality, with means of 161.82 
N, 125.61 N, 13 °Brix and 2.57 cm, for the FF, PF, SSC and PT 
traits, respectively. Santa-Catarina et al. (2019), evaluating 
papaya genotypes from backcrossing to sexual conversion, 
found the following means for the FF (112.12 N), PF (85.48 
N) and SSC (10.2 °Brix) traits. Ide et al. (2009) observed a 
variation of 9.70 to 12.80 °Brix when using testers to select 
hybrids that combine with high fruit yield per plant and 
with attributes related to fruit quality such as fruit and 
pulp firmness. It is noteworthy that in the UCP-CO the 
individuals evaluated present a source of alleles for the 
quality of fruits, which was already expected due to the 

Figure 3. Plots of mean values of the six most important traits 
for the crop, according to 13 groups (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, 
X, XI, XII and XIII) formed by the UPGMA grouping. Lower means 
are observed at the centers, while the highest means are found 
at the extremes. a) Average fruit weight – FW (g); b) Number of 
commercial fruits – NCF; c) Fruit production – YIELD (kg plant-1); 
d) Fruit firmness – FF (N); e) Pulp firmness – PF (N); f) Soluble 
solid content – SSC (° Brix).
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genetic constitution of the genitors used in the recombination to form the UCP-C0 population. 

The cluster analysis based on the UPGMA method formed 13 distinct clusters among the S0 individuals of the UCP-C0 
population at a distance of 0.75 (CCC), based on all morphological traits and considering all the genetic variability of 

Table 1. Mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation values of the traits evaluated in the 40 S1 progenies selected for recom-
bination

Selected progenies PH FFIH SD NCF NDF NNWF YIELD FW
UCP015-032 201.3 84.1 9.7 38 8 1 58.33 1535
UCP015-109 95.8 41.8 7.5 35 12 0 54.78 1565
UCP015-225 159.4 54.4 9.6 70 4 1 52.64 752
UCP015-215 158.8 100.5 10.2 41 4 10 49.98 1219
UCP015-153 133.0 61.9 9.1 25 1 1 45.95 1838
UCP015-207 153.8 69.9 10.6 34 0 1 38.33 1127
UCP015-116 123.0 55.8 9.6 40 4 0 37.68 942
UCP015-035 145.9 49.3 7.9 43 4 3 33.28 774
UCP015-015 152.9 57.4 9.3 29 1 1 30.77 1061
UCP015-061 155.5 75.6 10.1 34 3 0 29.17 858
UCP015-139 149.9 69.5 9.3 39 6 1 28.20 723
UCP015-197 174.4 107.7 8.6 35 0 5 24.80 709
UCP015-023 121.0 55.3 9.0 25 1 3 24.73 989
UCP015-076 114.8 31.6 7.7 25 7 4 24.35 974
UCP015-140 126.1 46.8 8.1 28 11 5 23.18 828
UCP015-166 126.5 71.7 7.3 33 0 9 22.25 674
UCP015-259 127.4 48.3 8.8 38 1 1 21.66 570
UCP015-188 98.7 50.4 6.3 27 1 0 20.91 775
UCP015-133 157.7 98.7 11.7 26 1 6 20.87 803
UCP015-227 97.4 48.1 8.7 29 0 4 20.79 717
UCP015-175 173.8 69.2 11.5 40 8 5 18.16 454
UCP015-132 132.7 64.4 8.6 23 9 5 17.66 768
UCP015-093 147.1 48.0 10.4 23 3 8 17.55 763
UCP015-186 179.8 65.9 13.5 31 4 6 17.50 565
UCP015-022 162.4 101.5 10.7 42 2 8 17.15 408
UCP015-083 129.5 52.2 9.2 26 2 0 16.69 642
UCP015-085 123.8 67.4 7.7 22 10 4 16.24 738
UCP015-052 97.6 57.3 8.9 19 0 1 16.13 849
UCP015-182 146.6 58.9 7.8 26 2 1 16.06 618
UCP015-161 119.3 46.1 7.8 31 6 1 16.03 517
UCP015-226 116.4 50.8 8.4 26 4 5 14.72 566
UCP015-078 139.5 73.9 8.7 27 4 7 13.82 512
UCP015-176 137.4 76.4 10.3 23 10 4 13.69 595
UCP015-064 122.4 44.5 8.7 26 2 7 13.18 507
UCP015-091 146.1 73.1 10.1 17 0 4 13.16 774
UCP015-010 198.8 130.9 10.9 19 3 3 12.90 679
UCP015-184 140.4 67.3 9.9 18 2 0 12.09 672
UCP015-200 122.4 43.9 7.4 19 1 0 11.74 618
UCP015-098 157.9 73.1 8.5 15 5 4 11.51 767
UCP015-239 119.3 46.1 7.8 31 6 1 10.04 324
Mean 138.5 60.4 8.9 28 3 3 19.5 745
Minimum 95.8 31.6 6.3 15 0 0 10.0 324
Maximum 201.3 130.8 13.5 70 12 10 58.3 1838
Standard Deviation 25.5 20.6 1.4 9.9 3.4 2.8 12.9 311

PH: plant height (cm); FFIH: first fruit insertion height (cm); SD: stem diameter (cm); NCF: number of commercial fruits; NDF: number of deformed fruits; NNWF: number 
of nodes without fruits; FW: average fruit weight (g); YIELD: fruit production (kg plant-1).
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the studied population. Figure 3 shows the means according to the relevant groups, for the NCF, FW, YIELD, FF, PF and 
SSC traits, considered as the most important for the crop. FW was the one that most contributed to the diversity and 
formation of groups, ranging from 305 g for group II to 1750 g for group I. Therefore, the formation of groups according 
to the FW is suggested. Considering the FW mean value in each formed group (Figure 3a), we identified groups IV, VI 
and XI that have plants with Solo-typical fruits, group VIII with plants producing Solo/Intermediate fruits, groups VII, 
X and XIII with plants producing Intermediate size fruits, group II with plants producing Intermediate to Formosa size 
fruits and groups I, III, V, IV and XII with plants producing Formosa-typical fruits.    

Considering only the groups with Solo genotypes, the genotypes in group III had the highest means for NCF (Figure 
3b) and YIELD (Figure 3c) traits, related to productivity, while the individuals from group II had the highest means for 
FF (Figure 3d), PF (Figure 3e) and SSC (Figure 3f) traits, related to fruit quality. For the Formosa groups, we see that 
genotypes in group XI had the best means for both traits 
of greatest importance to the crop (Figure 3).

For selection purposes, individuals in groups II, III and 
XI are more suitable, as they have allelic sources of interest 
related to the main traits. These individuals, when used in 
long-term recurrent selection, will increase the frequency of 
alleles for these traits. However, with the advancement of 
generations of these selected genotypes, it will be possible 
to identify genotypes that may be used as lines per se 
and/or as genitors of new hybrids, that is, the recurrent 
selection in papaya allows a wide range of options and 
genotypes for studies.

S1 progenies selected for recombination
The S1 progenies were selected for recombination at an 

early stage, and plants with higher fruiting and fruit size 
variation, from Solo-standard fruits to Formosa-standard 
fruits. Table 1 shows the means for the traits used to select 
the superior 40 S1 progenies.

Overall, the 40 S1 progenies selected were 138 cm tall, 
with the first fruit insertion close to 60 cm and a stem 
diameter close to 9 cm. In terms of fruit yield, the selected 
progenies produced an average of 28 commercial fruits, 
three deformed fruits and three nodes without fruits. 
The selected S1 progenies had, on average, fruits with 
approximately 750 g, and for FW, the variation between 
the progenies was around 300 g to 1800 g. Therefore, these 
progenies have genes that, when recombined to form the 
base population of the second cycle, will produce individuals 
with wide variability for the average fruit weight (FW) trait.  
In the early selection, the progenies produced an average 
of 20 kg plant-1, and some of them reached close to 60 kg 
plant-1. These results show the potential of the selected 
genetic material for recombination. 

Figure 4 presents some photos of the fruiting of selected 
progenies. The most interesting here is the potential for 
fruit yield per axil. Some progenies produce two to three 
fruits per axil (Figure 4c, 4e), even producing up to four 
or five fruits per axil (Figure 4f). Although the number of 

Figure 4. S1 progenies selected for recombination. a) UCP015-061 
progeny with light-skinned phenotype; b) UCP015-188 progeny 
with low height of first fruit insertion; c) UCP015-188 progeny 
with good fruiting, three fruits per axil; d) Open fruit showing the 
orange phenotype for the pulp color; e) UCP015-015 progeny with 
good fruiting, 2 to 3 fruits in some axils; f) UCP015-226 progeny 
with excellent fruiting, 4 to 5 fruits per axil.
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